Cob LED Lights

BlackSpur
Dedicated to delivering advanced solutions, BlackSpur offers portable lighting choices for the industry professional, homeowner, and outdoor enthusiast. Products can be used by anyone working in poorly lit environments or exploring the outdoors, enabling all Canadians to lead active outdoor lifestyles. BlackSpur lighting solutions use the newest Chip-On-Board (COB) LED technology to bring shadow-free superb brightness and sustainable energy efficiency. BlackSpur is focused on providing quality, performance and durability while constantly pushing forward.

“Chip on Board” (COB) is the latest LED technology that has more efficient energy, brighter lumens, broader spectrum, and longer lifespan than traditional LED.
RECHARGEABLE WORK LIGHT

- 5 Light Modes: High - Low - Top light - Red light - Red strobe
- IPX4 rating weather resistant and water proof
- USB rechargeable for longer lasting power. Charging cable included
- Multifunction light sources in work light, flashlight, and emergency lights (long press to activate)
- A hook and magnetic base for easy mounting anywhere

COMPACT WORK LIGHT

- 2 Light Sources: Flashlight + Work Light
- Compact size for portability. Fold away hook and magnetic for easy mounting
- Various applications in the home, in the garage, at workshop, on the road, camping or anywhere

PORTABLE TASK LIGHT

- 3 Light Modes: High - Low - Strobe. Hard press for on/off and light press for mode changing
- IPX3 rating weather resistant
- Handy super bright work light for your home, garage, workshop, hobbies, vehicle and recreation
- Adjustable kickstand with 6 locking-angle positions
**HEADLAMP**

- 3 Light Modes: High - Low - Strobe
- IPX3 rating weather resistant
- Easy push button and light tilts 90°
- Adjustable and comfortable head strap fits easily on the head
- A pack of 3 headlamps in silver, red, black

**HEADLAMP**

- 4 Light Modes: High - Low - Red - Red Strobe
- IPX3 rating weather resistant
- Easy push button and light tilts 90°.
- Adjustable and comfortable head strap fits easily on the head

**HEADLAMP TACTICAL GRADE**

- 3 Light Modes: High - Low - Strobe
- IPX4 rating weather resistant and water proof
- Tactical grade parts and performance with push-pull focusing beam to light up a work or a whole area
- Easy push button and light tilts 90° in 4 locking positions
- Adjustable and comfortable head strap fits easily on the head
FLASHLIGHT TACTICAL GRADE

**89104**  
**INNER: 6**  
**OUTER: 24**

- 5 Light Modes: High - Medium - Low - Strobe - SOS. Hard press for on/off and light press for mode changing  
- IPX4 rating weather resistant and waterproof  
- Tactical grade aluminum flashlight with zoomable beam. Built-in SOS light

**FLASHLIGHT TACTICAL GRADE**

**89102**  
**INNER: 12**  
**OUTER: 48**

- IPX4 rating weather resistant and waterproof  
- Tactical grade aluminum flashlight with zoomable beam and extendable side COB work light. Built-in SOS and red emergency light  
- Magnetic base

**RECHARGEABLE CUBE LIGHT**

**89402**  
**INNER: 12**  
**OUTER: 48**

- 3 Light Modes: High - Low - Strobe  
- IPX7 rating weather resistant and waterproof  
- Receives charges from any USB power source. A charging cable is included. Also works as a power bank charging your phone devices.  
- Compact cube size 1.25” with a powerful magnetic back
POCKET FLASHLIGHT
INNERS: 16  OUTER: 64  89100
- Soft rubber grip for all weather conditions. Floats in water
- Available in 4 colors: black, red, gray, blue

KEYCHAIN LIGHT
INNERS: 16  OUTER: 64  89400
- 3 Light Modes: High - Low - Strobe
- IPX3 rating weather resistant
- Not only a keychain with a convenient snap hook buckle but also
  works as a flashlight, work light, night light and safety light

LIGHTED MAGNIFYING GLASS
INNERS: 12  OUTER: 48  89420
- Super bright, 180° wide beam and even lighting with no shadows
- Perfect tool for reading fine prints and great for exploration
SWITCH LIGHT

- Wireless switch light. Easy installation with all of the mounting options such as magnet, loop fastener, keyhole.
- Best temporary light in closets, under the sink or cabinet, around the corner, and even serves as a night light.

DOUBLE SWITCH LIGHT

- Jumbo version double brightness
- Wireless switch light. Easy installation with all of the mounting options such as magnet, loop fastener, keyhole.
- Best temporary light in closets, under the sink or cabinet, around the corner, and even serves as a night light.

CAP LIGHT

- 2 Light Modes: High - Low
- Super bright 400 LM with 180° wide beam
- IPX3 rating weather resistant
- A pack of 2 cap lights